OUTDOOR CURRENT TRANSFORMER

TYPE : B03

STANDARD : IEC - IEEE - CSA
INSULATION LEVEL : up to 1.2kV
PRIMARY CURRENT : up to 3000A permanent
1 to 3 secondary cores

RATING PLATE

CABLE GLAND FOR Ø10 TO 18 PG 21

SECONDARY TERMINALS BOX
((IP55)

IEC

IEEE - CSA

TAP IN BOX (UNSCREW THE CABLE GLAND TO PLUG)

2 shapes as per mould in service

3 HOLES Ø12
AT 120° ON Ø238

RATED TIGHTENING TORQUE (±5%)
Secondary terminals (M6) : 7 N.m
Cover of secondary box (M6) : 8 N.m

Ød AVAILABLE : 50 - 80 - 90 - 105 - 125

Approx. Weight : 20 à 45kg
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